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ABSTRACT 
An existence theorem is given for a class of finite incidence geometries and several 
restrictions on the parameters are noted. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of vx x v,2(n, s, t) configuration (defined in Section 2) 
includes many of the well-known finite geometric systems. Specifically, 
it is a generalization of the concept of certain non-degenerate g neralized 
polygons and includes projective planes and partial planes [3, 6]. The 
matric equivalent is that of a vl • vz(0, 1) matrix having row and column 
sums equal to s + 1 and t + 1, respectively. In this context he integer n 
is the minimal order of submatrices having two l's in each row and column, 
and much of the paper can be interpreted as an effort to study matric 
properties in terms of n. In graph-theoretic language one considers a 
semiregular bipartite graph of diameter n and girth 2n on va + v2 nodes. 
In Section 2 lower bounds for vl and v~ are given for fixed n, s, t, and 
several basic properties are established. Configurations for which the 
lower bounds are reached have special interest and form non-degenerate 
generalized n-guns. In Section 3 incidence matrices are introduced and a 
connection between certain v • v(n ,s , s )  configurations and (v, k,,~) 
configurations i observed. 
In Section 4 it is proved that given parameters n,s, t there is a vl such 
that a vl x v,~(n, s, t) configuration exists. Basically the concern is with 
producing new configurations from ones already constructed. Finally, 
in Section 5 a summary of examples of non-degenerate generalized 
polygons is given and several properties and restrictions on the parameters 
are noted. Throughout this section and the paper in general the influence 
of [6] is particularly evident. 
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2. BASIC RESULTS AND DEFINITIONS 
Many of  the definitions and much of the notat ion in this section will 
fol low that of  Felt  and Higman [6]. An incidence plane P will, for 
convenience, consist of the objects of  a non-empty set S and any non-empty 
selection of  non-empty subsets of S. We allow the possibil ity that two 
subsets may contain the same objects. The sets are called lines and the 
objects are called points. Geometr ic  language of  incidence is appropr iated,  
viz. a point  x is said to be on a line L or incident with L if the object x is a 
member of the set L. Correspondingly,  L is said to pass through x or be 
incident with x. 
An  alternating sequence = e0, el ..... e~ = f of points and lines in P 
such that ei is incident with ei+l, i = 0 ..... n - -  1 is called a chain from e 
tofof length n. I f  e0 = e~ the chain is said to be closed, and if ei ~ ei+~, 
i ~ 0 ..... n -  2, the chain is called irreducible. For  e, f in P, A(e,f) 
denotes the length of  the shortest chain from e to f i f  one exists; otherwise 
A(e,f) = oo. 
A k-gon in P, k > 0, is a closed irreducible chain e0, el ..... e2k = e0 
with e 0 , ei ..... e2k-1 all distinct. It is readily verified that, if each line of P 
is incident with at least two points and each point  of P is on at least two 
lines, then finiteness of  P implies the existence of  a k-gon for some k. 
Henceforth we let P be a finite incidence plane with s + 1 points on 
each line and t + 1 lines through each point, s, t >~ 1. 
We define the dimension of P to be the smallest k for which there is a 
k-gon in P, and call P a v~ • v~(n, s, t) configuration if P consists of vl 
lines, v2 points, and has dimension equal to n. The following theorem 
gives an inequal ity relating v~ and v2 to the dimension of P: 
THEOREM 1. Let e be afixedpoint of the v~ • v2(n, s, t) configuration P. 
(1) The number of lines f for which 1(e,f) = 2k + 1 is (t + 1)(st) k
/ f0  < 2k 4- 1 <n.  
(2) The number of points f for which ;t(e,f) = 2k is s(t + 1)(st) k-1 f 
0<2k<n.  
The dual obtaining by interchanging the words point and line remains 
true if s and t are interchanged. 
PROOF: The number of l ines f fo r  which ) (e, f )  = 2k + 1 is t + 1 if 
k = 0, Let k > 0. I f  Z(e,f) = 2k § 1, there is an irreducible chain 
e = e0, el ..... e2k+l = f from e to f. Moreover,  two such chains with 
2k 4- 1 < n would contradict  he significance of n. Here ,~(e, e2k-0 ---- 
2k - -  1 and f is one of  the st lines obtained from e2k-~ by first selecting 
all points on e2k-1 which are different from e2k-2 and then selecting all 
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lines on these points different from e2k-x 9 On the other hand, given a line 
g with ,~(e, g) ~ 2k -- 1 a unique irreducible chain e = e0, el ..... e2k-1 ~ g 
exists. Then, proceeding as before, one constructs t lines f for each of 
which A(e,f)  ~ 2k 4- 1. No f with A(e,f)  = 2k 4- 1 can arise from 
different g's, so the number of  lines f for which A(e,f)  = 2k § 1 is st 
times the number of  lines g for which A(e, g) ~ 2k --  1. Then (1) follows 
inductively. 
The second statement of the theorem may be proved similarly by 
showing that the number o fpo in ts f fo r  which A(e, f )  ~ 2k, 2 < 2k < n, 
is st times the number of points g having A(e, g) = 2(k -- 1) and noting 
that there are s(t 4- 1) points g having A(e, g) = 2. 
An immediate consequence of the theorem is the following: 
COROLLARY. For e a f ixed point of  a vx • v2(n, s, t) configuration P 
the number of  lines f for  which A(e,f)  ~ 2k 4- 1 is (t 4- 1)(1 4- st 4- ... 
~- (st) k) i f  2k 4- 1 < n. And the number of  points f such that A(e,f)  ~ 2k 
is 1 4- s(t 4- 1)(1 + st 4- "" 4- (st) 7~-~) if  2k < n. The duals obtained by 
interchanging the words point and line remain valid i f  s and t are interehanged. 
PROOV: If  e is a point andf i s  a line, ,~(e,f) is an odd integer or ~ .  
Then by (1) the number of lines f for which A(e,f)  ~ 2k + 1 is 
/c 
(st)i(t -k 1). 
i=0 
The other parts of the corollary follow similarly. 
It will be observed that the number o f l ines f fo r  which ;~(e,f) <~ 2k 4- 1 
is the number of lines obtainable from the point e by irreducible chains of 
length less than 2k + 2 and is ~=o(s t ) i ( t  + 1), because distinct 
irreducible chains yield distinct lines. A similar observation holds for the 
number of po in ts f fo r  which A(e,f)  ~ 2k. 
We now consider separately the cases n even and n odd for fixed n, s, t, 
with 1 ~s , t ,  and 2 ~n.  
The corollary implies that 
V 1 ~ (t 4- 1)(1 4- st 4- "" q- (st)h), 
V~ ~> (S 4- 1)(1 4- st 4- "'" 4- (st) h) (2.1) 
for even n = 2(h 4- 1). And 
vl >~ 1 4- t(s + 1)(1 + st + ... § (st)h), 
v2 >~ 1 4- s(t -b 1)(I 4- st -1- ... 4- (st)h), 
for odd n = 2h + 3. 
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Those vl • v~(n,s, t) configurations for which both v a and v2 
reach their lower bounds are of special interest. From the equality 
(s q- 1) v 1 = (t § 1) v2 it follows that for n even vl is equal to its lower 
bound if and only if v2 equals its lower bound. However, the case for odd 
n is different since either Vx or v2 can equal its lower bound without the 
other. Here the assumption that both equal their lower bounds is readily 
seen to require that s = t and vl = v2 9 For example, there is a 10 • 15 
(5, 2, 1) configuration, and for this 10 is the bound for v l ,  but 13 is the 
bound for v2. 
Suppose now that P is a v I • v2(n, s, t) configuration and that both 
v~ and v 2 are equal to their respective lower bounds. We wish to observe 
that for all e, f in  P 
(i) there is a chain of length at most n f rom e to f,  and 
(ii) there is at most one irreducible chain of length less than n from 
e to f .  
Clearly (ii) follows immediately from the significance of n. In proving 
(i), we may suppose, by duality, that e is a point. For n even, the corollary 
shows that A(e,f) < n for all lines f. Thus A(e,f) ~< n for all points f. 
For n odd, the corollary shows that A(e,f) < n for all points f,  whence 
A(e,f) ~< n for all l inesf.  
Under these restrictions we may also show that 
(iii) each point (line) is part  of an n-gon of P. 
For let e be a given point. Select an irreducible chain e = e0, el ..... e , ,  
of points and lines of P. Necessarily there are no repetitions. If  n is even, 
e,+l is a line and there is a unique irreducible chain from e,+l to e0 having 
length less than n. These two chains joined together must constitute an 
n-gon. Similarly, if n is odd then en+ 1 is a point, and since A(e,+~, e0) < n 
the same argument applies. Indeed, we could easily enough count the 
number of n-gons containing e0 and the number of n + 1-gons as well. 
Properties (i), (ii), and (iii) imply that P is a non-degenerate g neralized 
n-gon [6, p. 116]. Accordingly the following theorem of Feit and Higman 
greatly restricts the parameters n, s, t for which P can exist with vl and v~ 
equal to the lower bounds of (2.1). 
THEOREM (Feit and Higman). Let Pn be a finite non-degenerate 
generalized n-gon. Suppose that each line o f  Pn contains exactly s § 1 
points and each point o f  Pn lies on exactly t + 1 lines. Let k be the square 
free part o f  st. Then either P,  is an ordinary polygon or n = 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, or 
12. I f  furthermore s > 1 and t > 1, then n = 2, 3, 4, 6, or 8 and if n = 3 
or 6 then k -= 1, and if  n = 8 then k = 2. 
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3. INCIDENCE MATRICES 
For a vl • vz(n, s, t) configuration P an incidence matrix may be 
formed in the usual way. The rows of A are indexed by the v~ lines of  P 
and the columns of A are indexed by the v2 points of P. A has a 1 in the 
(e, f)  position if e and fa re  incident and a 0 otherwise. Various properties 
of P can now be translated into matrix language, and definitions for A 
will be assumed to have been made corresponding to definitions for P. 
For example, a k-gon of A (corresponding to a k-gon of P) is an 
indecomposable k • k submatrix having two l 's in each row and column. 
Thus the dimension of A, i.e., the dimension of  P, is n if and only if n is the 
smallest k for which there is a k • k submatrix in A having row and 
column sums equal to 2. The dimension of A is, of course, independent 
of permutations of rows and columns of A. 
Inequality (2.1) is readily applied to (0, 1) matrices. For example 
let A be, for simplicity, a v • v(0, 1) matrix with row and column 
sums equal to s4 -  1. Here s= t and 1 ~s .  Then (2.1) implies that 
v >~ 1 4- s 4- s 2 4- "" 4- s ~-1 where n is the dimension of A. 
Incidence matrices of the non-degenerate generalized polygons with 
n = 3, 4, 6 and s = t provide examples with v = 1 4- s 4- ... 4- s n-1 and 
s a prime power [2, 11]. However, for s > 1 and n ~ 8 (or odd n > 3) 
the theorem of Feit and Higman states that v > 1 4- s 4- -.. 4- s "-~. 
Even for s = 2 the problem of determining for given n the smallest v 
such that a v • v(n, s, s) configuration exists is open. For general s and 
n = 3 this generalizes the problem of determining all possible orders of  
finite projective planes. 
Furthermore, for n ~ 4 and vl and v2 equal to their lower bounds a 
Vl • v2(n, s, t) configuration is a partial geometry (s, t, 1), and conversely 
[1, 3, 5]. 
Interpreting the consequences of Theorem 1 for incidence matrices we 
have the following: 
THEOREM 2. Suppose A is a vl • v2(0, i) matr ix  with row and column 
sums equal to s + 1 and t 4- l, respectively, and 1 ~ s, t. Let  n >~ 2 and set 
B = A 'AA' . . . ,  taken to n factors.  Then the fol lowing conditions are 
equivalent: 
(1) The dimension o f  A is greater than n. 
(2) B has (t + 1)(1 +st4 - . . .q - ( s t )  h ) or 1 4- s(t 4- 1)(1 4- st 4 - ' "  
4- (st) k) non-zero integers in each row according as n is odd or even, 
n = 2h4-  1 o rn  =2k .  
(3) B has (s 4- 1)(1 4- st 4 - . . .4 - ( s t )  h ) or 1 4- t(s 4- 1)(1 4- st 4 - ' "  
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q- (st) k) non-zero integers in each co lumn according as n is odd or even, 
n ~ 2hq-  1 or n = 2k.  
PROOF: A is the incidence matrix of a vl • v2 (r, s, t) configuration P 
obtained by associating lines with rows of A and points with columns of A 
and letting the point e be on the line f if A has a 1 in the (f, e) position. 
Let the point e of P be fixed. The (e , f )  entry in B is the number of chains 
of  length n from e to f where f is a line or point according as n is odd or 
even. Suppose further that dim A > n and n is odd. Then the number 
of lines f for which A(e,f) ~ n is (t -- 1)(1 + st + .'. § (st) h ) where 
n ~ 2h § I. This is the number of  lines f for which there is a chain of 
length n from e to fand  so is the number of non-zero integers in row e of  B. 
Similarly, if n is even and dim A > n, the number of po in ts f fo r  which 
A(e,f) ~ n is 1 + s(t q- 1)(1 + st q- ... + (st)~'), n ~ 2k. Again this is 
the number of points f for which there is a chain of  length n from e to f 
and so is the number of non-zero integers in row e of B. Thus (1) implies 
(2). Dually, (1) implies (3). 
Now assume (2) and let e be a fixed point. We wish to prove (1). In 
counting the number of positive integers in row e of  B there are two cases 
corresponding to odd and even n. In both cases (by the remark following 
the corollary to Theorem 1) this number is the total number of elements 
f obtainable from e by irreducible chains of length no greater than n 
assuming elements f derived from distinct irreducible chains are distinct. 
Here f denotes a line if n is odd, a point if n is even. In both cases the 
existence of a k-gon through e with k ~< n leads to an fder ived  from e by 
two distinct irreducible chains having length ~<n, and this implies fewer 
non-zero integers in row e than are listed in (2). This completes the proof. 
Let A be the incidence matrix of a non-degenerate g neralized n-gon P 
with s -? 1 points on each line and t § 1 lines on each point. Also suppose 
that n >~ 3 and 2 ~< s, t. Form the matrix B = A'AA '  ... taken to n -- 2 
factors, and let B* be the matrix obtained from B by replacing each 
non-zero entry by 1. For n = 3, we know s must equal t and B = B* is 
the incidence matrix of a projective plane, i.e., a (v, k, )) configuration 
w i thy  = 1 q -s+s  ~,k= 1 +s , /~  = 1. Forneven,  thus equal to 4, 6, 
or 8 by Feit-Higman, the rows and columns of B* are indexed by the 
points of P. I f  e and fa re  points of  P, the (e , f )  entry is a 1 if and only if 
~(e , f )  ~< n -- 2. It follows that the number of columns of B* in which 
both row x and row y have a 1 is the number of  points z for which 
,~(x, z) ~ n --  2 and ,~(y, z) ~< n --  2. We now proceed to compute this 
number for the various subcases of  n = 4, 6, and 8. 
For n = 4, one readily sees the number of z 's  is s + l if ,~(x, z) = 2, 
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and t 4- 1 if Z(x, y) = 4. We consider in detail the case n = 6 and merely 
state the results for n = 8. 
Suppose n = 6 and consider the cases A(x, y) = 2, 4, or 6: 
CASE 1. A(x,y) =- 2. 
Here x and y are on a line x~ and the z's sought are just the points on 
lines meeting Xl. There are 1 4- s 4- ts(1 4- s) of them. 
CASE 2. A(x,y) .... 4. 
Here there is a unique chain of  length 4 from x to y: x, x I , X 2 , X 3 , y. 
All points on lines through x2 satisfy the condition and there are 
1 + s(t 4- 1) of  them. Any other point z must necessarily have A(x, z) = 
A(y, z) 4 and must arise from y by an irreducible chain y, y~, Y2, Y3, z, 
with Yl @ x~. Also, given an irreducible chain y, Yl, Y2, Ya, with Yl @ x3, 
there is a unique chain from Y3 to x having length 4<.5. Moreover the 
length must be 5. Thus each irreducible chain y, y~, Y2, Y3, determines 
a unique point z on Y3 such that A(x, z) = A(y, z) k- 4. There are st 2 such 
points z. 
So for Case 2 the total number of  z with A(x, z) ~- 4 and Z(y, z) ~< 4 is 
1 4- s(t 4- ~) 4- st 2. 
CASE 3. A(X, y) ~ 6. 
Let xl be one of the t + 1 lines through x. A(xa,y) = 5 so there is a 
unique chain x~, x~, xa, xa, xs, y. All points z of x3 satisfy the conditions 
A(x, z) ~< 4 and A(y, z) ~ 4. This gives (t 4- 1)(s + 1) points z. 
Again let x~ be one of the t + 1 lines through x. Let x; be a point 
on x~ which is different from x or xg, and consider any line x' 3 :r x~ 
through x'2. /~(x'3,y) -- 5, so x~ contains a unique point z such that 
A(x,z) ~<4 and A(y,z)~<4. This leads to ( t+ 1) (s -1 ) t  points z. 
Conversely, any point z satisfying the two conditions A(x, z) ~ 4 and 
Z(y, z) ~< 4 must fall into one of the two classes just counted. The total 
number is (t + l)(s + 1) + (t + 1)(s -- 1) t. 
For n = 8 we list the four cases and for each the number k of points z 
for which A(x, z) ~< 6 and )t(y, z) ~< 6: 
If A(x,y) = 2, k = 1 4- (t 4- 1)s + ts(t -k 1) s 4- s(ts) 2. 
I fA(x,y)  = 4, k 1 + s + st + s2t + s2t 2 4- s~t 3. 
I fA (x ,y ) - -  6, k - -  1 § s 4- st + s2t 4- 2s2t 2 -s t  3 + s2t a. 
I fA (x ,y )= 8, k = I + s + st - -  st 2 4- s2t 4- t 3 + 2s~t 2 -s t  3 4- s~t 3. 
With Theorem 2 and letting s = t, the foregoing discussion may be 
summarized in the following theorem: 
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THEOREM 3. Let A be a (0, l) matrix having dimension n, with the 
number of  l 's in each row and column being s + l, s ~ 2, and order 
1 4- ... 4- s~-L Let B* be the matrix obtained upon replacing by 1 each 
nonzero entry in A 'AA '  ... taken to n --  2factors. Then B* is the incidence 
matrix of  a balanced incomplete block design, i.e. a (v, k, A) configuration 
with v =14-  s 4- "" 4- s ~-~, k -=14-  s 4- ... 4- s ~-~, A=14-s4- . . -  
+ s "-3 [8]. 
4. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM 
The object of  this section is to show the existence of (0, 1) matrices 
having dimension n and row and column sums, respectively, equal to 
s§  1 andt§  1 for arbitrary n, s , t ;2  ~<n; 1 ~<s,t.  
For a fixed (0, 1) matrix A = (aij) we consider a matrix A* of blocks 
obtained from A be replacing the l 's of A by u • u permutation matrices 
and each 0 of  A by the u • u zero matrix. I f  ai~ = 1, X(i, j )  will denote the 
block replacing the 1 in position (i, j). In the matrix A* suppose e 0 , el ,  
e2 ,..., e2k = e0 is a closed irreducible chain. Here ei is a row or column 
according as i is odd or even and A* has a 1 in positions (e2i+~, e~i) and 
(e2i+l, e2~+2) for i = 0, 1 ..... k --  1. In a natural manner construct a chain 
in A having the same length. I f  the l 's in positions (e2~+~, e~) and 
(e2~+1, e2~+2) of  A* come from X(p, q) and X(p, r), respectively, set 
f2i+i = P, f2i = q, and f2i+2 = r. Then f0 , f l  ..... f2k = f0 is a closed 
irreducible chain in A. This means in particular that dim A* >~ dim A. 
Moreover it is clear that, if dim A = n, then any n-gon of A* must 
arise from an n-gon of A as follows: For f0 ,fx ...... f2, = f0 any n-gon of A, 
select any 1 from A* in the block X(f~ ,f0). This selection uniquely 
determines a 1 in the block X( f l  ,f2) f rom the same row in A*. The 1 from 
X( f l  ,f2) in turn determines a 1 from X( f  3 ,f2) in the same column of A*, 
and so on until finally a 1 is selected from X(f2,_~ , f  o). The condition 
for obtaining an n-gon is that the final 1 be taken from the same column 
of A* as the first 1. I f  the initial selection of a 1 is from column i of 
X(f~ ,fo), this condition is expressed by the relation 
iX - l ( f l  ,fo) X (A  ,f2) X - I (A  ,f2) X (A  ,A)  "'" X(fz~-i ,f0) = i. (4.1) 
Here it is convenient o let X denote a permutation instead of the 
representing permutation matrix. 
We wish to select the X's so that no n-gon of A can induce an n-gon in 
A*. The problem is simplified by requiring the X's to be powers of a cycle 
Q of length n since then for (4.1) to hold for some i, l < i < u, it is 
necessary that X- l ( f l  , fo )X( f l  , f2 )X - l ( f3  ,f2)"'" be the identity. With 
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this specialization, if Y l ,  Y2 ..... y~ are the exponents of Q to occur among 
the X's,  (4.1) corresponds to a sum bxyl -~- bzy2 ~ . . . .  + b~yr =- 0 (rood u), 
with each b~ e{0, +1,  --1}. Thus (4.1) can never hold for an n-gon if u 
does not divide any such non-trivial sum bxYl + "'" + bryr.  This is seen 
to be the case if we set u = 2 ~ and Yi - -  2 ~-~, for i = 1 ..... r. 
Starting with the (t + 1) • (s -/- 1) matr ix A of all l 's,  1 ~ s, t, the 
next theorem now follows by induction. 
THEOREM 4. I f  n, s, t are integers, 2 <~ n, 1 <~ s, t, then there exists 
a (0, 1) matrix hatting dimension greater than n and row and column sums 
equal to s ~- 1 and t -+ 1, respectively. 
Now let A = (aij) be a v • v(0, 1) matr ix with row and column sums 
equal to s + 1. Here 1 ~ s and 2 < n. By a theorem o fK6n ig ,  A may be 
expressed as a sum of disjoint permutat ion matrices [8]. The sum of any 
two of these permutat ion matrices is either a v-gon or a disjoint union of 
ri-gons where the sum of the ri is v. Thus any 1 of A is in some k-gon. 
Let a 1 of A be selected and suppose the smallest k-gon containing it 
has k = p. Such a 1 will be said to have dimension p. For  convenience we 
assume that the 1 selected is a l l ,  that a12 . . . . .  a~,~+l - -  a2a . . . .  
a~+1,1 = 1 that a~a, a12, and a21 are part  of a p-gon. F rom A we form a 
(0, 1) matr ix A as follows: first delete row 1 and column 1 of A. Since 
n > 2, the resulting matrix has a zero block as its leading s • s principal 
submatrix. Replacing the 0's on the main diagonal of this block by l 's  
results in a (0, l) matr ix having row and column sums equal to s + 1. 
We call this (v - -  1) • (v - -  l) matrix A and the process of forming ,4 the 
suppression of a~.  
It is clear that A contains a (p 1)-gon arising from the given p-gon 
of A containing an ,aa2 ,and  a~l. Hence d imA ~<p- -  I. Also, any 
k-gon in A, k < n, must contain exactly one I from the leading s • s 
block and leads to a (k + 1)-gon in A containing axl.  This means that 
d imA = n - -  1 if p = n, and n ~d im.A  ~p- -  1 if p >n.  These 
observations are useful in proving the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let n, s, t be given, 2 ~ n, 1 --~ s, t. Then there exists a 
(0, 1) matrix A having dimension  and row and column sums, respectively, 
equal to s + 1 and t + 1. I f  s = t then A can be found with each 1 having 
dimension n. 
PROOF: Case 1, s = t. 
If  n = 2 we may select A to be the (s -~- 1) • (s + 1) matrix of all l 's. 
So let n > 2. By Theorem 4 there is a (0, l) matrix A having dim A ~> n 
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and row and column sums equal to s + I. Beginning with A we now 
consider a sequence of suppressions in which at each stage there is 
suppressed a 1 having dimension greater than the dimension of the matrix. 
The sequence terminates in a matrix B in which all l 's have the same 
dimension p ~ n. I fp  > n, suppress a 1 of dimension p, thus obtaining 
a matrix with dimension p -- 1. Repeat the process. Since the orders of 
the matrices are decreasing the procedure terminates in a matrix with the 
desired properties. 
Case 2, s 7/- t. 
Without loss of  generality suppose s > t. Let A be a v x v(0, 1) matrix 
having dimension n and row and column sums equal to s + 1. Let 
Q - (@j) be the (s + I) x (s + 1) permutation matrix with q~j = 1 if 
j==i+ 1 (modulo sq -  1), For each i=  1,2 ..... s+ 1 set X~ equal to 
the (t § 1) • (s + l) matrix consisting of the first (t + 1) rows of Q~. 
Form a matrix of  rectangular blocks, replacing each 0 of A by the 
(t § 1) • (s + 1) matrix of O's, and the l 's of A by the X~'s subject o the 
restriction that different l's in the same column of A are replaced by 
different X~'s. Any resulting matrix A* then has row and column sums 
equal to s + 1 and t ~- 1, respectively. Also dim A* ~> n. To obtain an A* 
for which dim A* = n, select an n-gon M of A and seek first to replace 
the l's of M by the X.~'s in such a way that M gives rise to an n-gon of A*. 
Replacement of the remaining l 's of  A can then be readily completed. 
For i ft  > 1 there are at least three of  the X~'s having a 1 in the first column. 
These may be used to replace the l 's of  M in such a way that any two l 's 
in the same row of M are replaced by the same X/s  and any two l's in 
the same column by different Y~'s. After replacing the remaining l 's of A 
we obtain a matrix A* with the desired properties. 
I f  t = 1, the previous construction fails (except for n even) and we 
proceed as follows. Suppose 2r = s -F  1 is even and let y~ = n i-1, 
i -- 1, 2,..., r. Let Q be the permutation matrix corresponding to the cycle 
(1, 2 ..... n r) and form the matrix A consisting of the row of blocks 
A = [B1, B2 ..... B,] where B~ z I F Q~'~. A is n ~ • rn ~ and has two l's 
in each column and r l 's in each row. Since Q~ has multiplicative order 
equal to n, B,, contains an n-gon. 
Now suppose A contains a k-gon, k < n. This means there is an 
integral combination of  the y~'s, qy~ § "" + c,.y~ for which 
s ciy i 0 (modulo nO, and ~1 ci ] = k. 
i=1 
But Ic~J ~k  <nfor i - -  1 ..... r, so I~c iY i l  ~<n~--  1 <n ~,acontra-  
diction. This completes the case for s + 1 even. 
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Suppose s = 2r, so s + 1 is odd. As is possible by the preceding case, 
selectv • vmatr i cesB iand  C~, i - -  1 .... , r ,  each having two l ' s ineach  
row and column and for which the row of blocks 
[B1, B2 ..... Br , (271 , C2 ..... C,.] 
has dimension n. One of the blocks, say B~, can be chosen to have 
dimension n. Then letting 0 and I, respectively, denote the zero and 
identity matrices of order v, 
A = I, B 1, O, B2, 0 . . . . .  B , ,  0 
L O, C1, O, C 2 . . . . .  O, C, r 
has the desired properties. This completes the proof  of the theorem. 
A problem of interest is to determine for given n and small s the integers 
v for which a v • v(n, s, s) configuration exists. For  s = 2 and 17 = 5, no 
configuration exists with v equal to 31 or 32. Using the block construction 
of this section we obtain a configuration for v = 36 with incidence matrix 
I I 0 Q" 
Q4 I 1 0 
0 Q2 I I 
Q 0 QS I 
where Q is the 9 • 9 permutat ion matrix representing the cycle (1, 2 ..... 9). 
It is a curious fact that the existence of a configuration for some t, 
need not imply a configuration for r + 1. For  example, with n = 4 and 
s = 2 there is a configuration for v = 15, but none for v = 16. 
A crude upper bound on the smallest c can be derived as follows. Let A 
be the incidence matrix of a c x v(n, s, s) configuration with v minimal. 
Let e, fbe  rows of A and suppose the shortest chain from e to fhas  length 
greater than 2n. Then interchanging any 1 of row e and any 1 of rowfdoes  
not decrease the dimension and gives a 1 not contained in any n-gon. 
Suppressing this 1 leads to a contradict ion of the minimality of l'. This 
means that any two rows of A are connected by a chain of length 42n. 
Beginning with row e and counting rows connected to e by chains of 
length 1, 2 ..... 217 and considering them all distinct we obtain 
r ~ 1 4- s(s 4- 1) 4- se(s + 1) 4 "" 4- (s 4- 1) s 2n-1 = 1 4- s 4- "" 4- s 2.'. 
5. EXISTENCE OF NON-DEGENERATE GENERALIZED tI-GONS 
Let P,, be a non-degenerate g neralized n-gon. That is P,, is a cl • c2 
(n,s, t) configuration for which equality holds in both parts of (2.1). 
If n is odd, P,, is a projective plane. If n is even, then 11 4, 6, 8, or 12. 
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TABLE  1 
I. n -- 3. f (x )  = (x -- (s q- l )2)(x-  s) m~'~l. 
II. n = 4. f (x )  has three roots 0 with mult ipl ic ity r where 
1. 0 = O, r -- s2(st + 1)[s + t] -t ,  
2. 0 ~ (s -t- t), r = st(1 -b s)(I + t)[s + t]% 
3. O=(s+l ) ( t+ l ) ,  r - -  1. 
l I I .  n = 6. f (x )  has four  roots 0 with mult ipl ic i ty r where 
1. 0 ~ 0, r -~ s"~((st) 2 + st q- I I[s z -k- st + t~] --x, 
2. 0 == s + t • ~/.~, r =- (s + 1)(t + I) st(l  • ~./s~-t + st) 
9 [2(s + t -5= ~/~] - t ,  
(s + 1)(t + 1), r = 1. 
f (x )  has  five roots 0 with mult ipl ic i ty r where 
3. 0 






s A- t, 
(s + l)(t + 1), 
s + t • ~/~s., 
r = (st + 1)((st) z + 1) s4[(s + t)(s ~ § t~)] 1, 
r :=: (s -~-l)(t + 1) st((st) ~ + 1)[2(s + t)] -1, 
r --  l, 
r -- (s -4- l)(t + 1) st((st) 2 + 1)(st -4- 1) 
9 [4(1 T ~/2st  § st)(s + t ~ ~/~st)] -1. 
V. n = 12, s = 1. f (x )  has 7 roots  0 with mult ipl ic ity r where 
o=1+ t • ~/52,, 
o~1+t•  
0 = 2(t + 1), 
0~0,  
O=l+t ,  
r = ~(1 q- t )  2t(t  2+ t + 1), 
r --  89 + t) ~ t(t 2 -- t q- 1), 
r= l ,  
F - 1,  
r -  ~(t 4 + t "2-~ l )2 t .  
Note: In case V if t = 1 (no hypothes is  on s) then the cor responding roots  
with their mult ipl icit ies are obta ined by replacing t by s except for the root  0 = 0 
which has mult ipl ic i ty s 6. 
For  n = 4 and  q a pr ime power  examples  a re  g iven  fo r  the  fo l low ing  
va lues  o f  the  parameters  s and  t in  [1], [2], [3], [5], [9], [10],  and  [111: 
(i) s = qZ, t = q'~, 
( i i )  s = q2, t = q, 
( i i i )  s = t, in  wh ich  case  P~ is essent ia l l y  un ique*  and  s is a p r ime power  
fl0l. 
* Th is  is false. See the addemdum.  
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For n = 6, examples exist for s a pr ime power with s == t and s = t '~ 
[2, 11]. For  n - -  8, the square free part of st is 2, and, for n = 12, no 
examples exist with both s > 1 and t > 1. However, the double of a Pr is 
a P2r with s (or t) equal to 1 [11]. We are indebted to the referee for 
bringing to our attention the example of a Ps with s = 22~+1, t = 2s 
connected with the simple groups of Ree associated with the Lie algebra 
of type F4.  
Using the results of [6] one can determine the characteristic polynomial  
f(x) of the matrix M - -  A 'A,  A the incidence matrix of a P~,. As the table 
in [10] has corresponding results only for s - :  t, we list in Table 1 for 
reference the various characteristic roots with their multiplicities. Note 
that each multipl icity must in fact be an integer, so that, for s 5~= t, new 
restrictions are placed on the parameters s and t. 
Addendum added in proof." Singleton's theorem that P4 with 
s -~ t are unique is false, though it holds in the case s --  t = 2. 
In fact, a geometric proof  that the examples in [2] (at least in the 
odd characteristic case) are nonisomorphic to those of [5] and [10] 
is the object of [12]. All alternate approach to that in [12] is the 
following. The coll incation group G of P4 in the former case may 
be assumed to consist of those induced by the orthogonal group 
05 together with the automorphisms of the underlying field, so 
that G has order 2(s 4 - -  1)(s e -  1)s4r where s =-pr ,  p prime. 
In the latter case the coll ineation group G may be assumed to 
consist of those induced by the symplectic group Sp4 and the 
automorphisms of the underlying field, so that G has order 
(s 4 -  l)(s 2 - 1)s4r. It is curious that in the latter case there is 
a unique linear (symplectic) coll ineation of P4 mapping a given 
ordered 5-gon into any other ordered 5-gon, but in the former 
case there are two such linear (orthogonal) coll ineations. 
Also we refer the reader to the recently publ ished book 
Finite Geometries by P. Dembowski  for a more complete 
bibl iography pertaining to generalized polygons. 
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